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@alexanderhayes Überveillance?
Is that something they do in Germany?
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(OFOU) Barbie “Video Girl” a Possible Child Pornography Production Method

(1) Beginning in July 2010, Mattel is now selling Barbie Video Girl, a doll with a built-in hidden camera. The doll conceals the lens of the camera in a necklace as the front, and has a small LCD screen for video display in her back. The doll can capture thirty minutes of footage, and the videos are downloadable to a computer through a miniUSB port and cable.

(2) Proprietary video editing software is not required, and the videos can be copied to a computer. Additionally, you can stream from Video Girl live to your computer using “computer mode,” but there is currently not yet any

http://www.barbie.com/videogirl/about.aspx
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Chat #18 - Point of View/Cameras

Nayomie Baihn: Cool dude
Kerrie Street: How cool does Steph look?
Kerrie Street: Roy Orbison look alike
John Van Emden: I thought it was Richard Clapton
Nayomie Baihn: Yes John
goff lubich: fantastic demo
michael: what software do you need to download the video
goff lubich: The new 170X HD is now the equiv of contour HD